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Abstract—The radiation impedance of a capacitive mi-
cromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) array is a criti-
cal parameter to achieve high performance. In this paper, we 
present a calculation of the radiation impedance of collapsed, 
clamped, circular CMUTs both analytically and using finite 
element method (FEM) simulations. First, we model the radia-
tion impedance of a single collapsed CMUT cell analytically by 
expressing its velocity profile as a linear combination of special 
functions for which the generated pressures are known. For 
an array of collapsed CMUT cells, the mutual impedance be-
tween the cells is also taken into account. The radiation imped-
ances for arrays of 7, 19, 37, and 61 circular collapsed CMUT 
cells for different contact radii are calculated both analytically 
and by FEM simulations. The radiation resistance of an array 
reaches a plateau and maintains this level for a wide frequency 
range. The variation of radiation reactance with respect to 
frequency indicates an inductance-like behavior in the same 
frequency range. We find that the peak radiation resistance 
value is reached at higher kd values in the collapsed case as 
compared with the uncollapsed case, where k is the wavenum-
ber and d is the center-to-center distance between two neigh-
boring CMUT cells.
I. Introduction
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) [1], [2] have been of interest because of 
their wider bandwidth compared with piezoelectric trans-
ducers [3]. Medical imaging [4]–[6], high-intensity focused 
ultrasound (HIFU) treatment [7], [8], and intravascular 
ultrasound (IVUs) [9]–[11] are just a few of the applica-
tion areas where they are currently being considered as a 
promising technology.
analysis and design of cMUTs are performed by us-
ing finite element method (FEM) simulations [12]–[15] 
and electrical equivalent circuit models [16]–[19]. Because 
FEM simulations require a considerable amount of time, 
equivalent circuit modeling is preferable in the initial 
phase of a design. The radiation impedance terminating 
the acoustic port is a critical element of an equivalent 
circuit model. The radiation impedance determines how 
much acoustical power is transmitted to the surround-
ing medium given the motion of the cMUT plate [20], 
[21]. The real part of the radiation impedance represents 
the power radiated to the medium, whereas the imaginary 
part is related to the reactive energy stored in the near 
field. some of the previous circuit modeling efforts assume 
a purely real and constant radiation impedance [22]. This 
assumption approximates the behavior of a cMUT cell 
in a sufficiently large array. However, for smaller cMUT 
arrays, a more accurate analysis of radiation impedance is 
needed for a better estimation of the array performance. 
In a recent paper, the radiation impedances of elements 
with different numbers of cells were calculated for conven-
tional (uncollapsed) cMUTs [23].
Because of higher transmission sensitivity of cMUTs in 
collapsed state [13], [24]–[27], special attention has been 
drawn to operation modes where the cMUT plate is col-
lapsed as in Fig. 1. In a recent paper, a model taking 
into account the non-linear effects in the collapsed state 
was presented [19]. This model approximates the behavior 
of collapsed and uncollapsed cMUTs when they are in 
a very large array, and the radiation impedance seen by 
each cell is assumed to be purely real. For analyzing a sin-
gle cMUT or a relatively small collapsed cMUT array, an 
accurate calculation of the radiation impedance is needed.
In this work, we calculate the radiation impedance of 
an array of collapsed cMUTs using the approach suggest-
ed in [23]. as an initial step, the radiation impedance of a 
collapsed single cell cMUT is calculated both analytically 
and using FEM simulations. Then, the radiation imped-
ance of an array of collapsed cMUT cells is calculated by 
including the mutual impedance between the cells.
In [19, Fig. 12], it is shown that at a given excitation 
voltage, there is an optimum gap height, tgopt, to generate 
the maximum transmitted power. This can be understood 
by considering a cMUT cell with a gap of tg. When tg > 
tgopt, the coulomb force that this cell can generate is F = 
k t1 2/ g (as can be verified from the figure) where k1 is a 
constant. The acoustic power delivered to medium is P = 
F2/Z = k Zt12 4( )/ g , where Z is the radiation resistance. on 
the other hand, when tg < tgopt, it is in the velocity-limit-
ed region. In this region, there is an upper bound on the 
particle velocity for large-signal operation and the excita-
tion voltage must be reduced as tg is reduced. The maxi-
mum velocity is limited by tg, and we write v = k2tg (and 
hence, F = k2tgZ), where k2 is a constant and P = Zv2 = 
Zk t22 2g. The two power expressions must be equal to each 
other at tg = tgopt, producing tgopt = (k1/k2Z)1/3 and Pmax 
= k1k2/tgopt = k k Z1
2 3
2
4 3 1 3/ / / . This means that at tg = tgopt, 
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Pmax ∝ Z1/3 and radiation resistance Z must be made as 
high as possible to maximize the delivered power. We will 
show the conditions to reach a maximum in the radiation 
resistance.
II. single-cell radiation Impedance
A. Method Overview
The radiation impedance of a circular cMUT cell is 
calculated by dividing the total power, P, on the surface of 
the cMUT cell to the square of the absolute value of the 
spatial rms velocity, vr, of the plate [20], [21]:
 Z
P
v
p r v r S
v
S= =
( ) ( )
2 2
R R
d∗∫
, (1)
where p(r) and v(r) are the pressure and the particle ve-
locity on the surface, S, of the cell. We use the following 
definition for the spatial rms velocity, vr, as a complex 
number:
 v S v r S i S v r SS SR d d=
1
( )
1
( )2 2Re Im .{ } + { }∫ ∫  (2)
The pressure generated on the surface of the plate by the 
velocity profile of the cMUT cell must be known to find 
the radiation impedance. However, it is not easy to find 
the pressure generated by an arbitrary velocity profile. 
To overcome this difficulty, we employ the same approach 
used in [23]. The actual velocity profile, v(r), is expressed 
as a linear combination of the functions given by [28]–
[30] for which the generated pressures on the surface are 
known. These functions are given as
 v r v n
r
a
H a rn
n
( ) = 2 1 1 ( )
2
2R + −

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
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 − , (3)
where a is the radius of the radiator and H is the unit 
step function. We use the function in (3) with n = 2, 3, 4, 5 
and approximate the actual velocity profile, v(r), obtained 
from the FEM simulations as
 v r v r v r v r v r( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5α α α α+ + + , (4)
where αns are real numbers. a constrained least-square 
algorithm is employed to obtain αn values for the best fit 
at the frequency of interest. Because the velocity profile 
depends on the frequency of excitation, different αn val-
ues are found at different frequencies. as an example, the 
velocity profile of a collapsed cMUT cell under a sinusoi-
dal excitation obtained by a prestressed harmonic FEM 
simulation and its approximation using (3) and (4) with 
optimized αn values are plotted in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 3).1
Having expressed the velocity profile in terms of the 
functions in (3), the total pressure on the surface of the 
cMUT cell can be found using the expressions in [28] 
which give the pressure generated by each of the velocity 
profiles in (3). The total pressure, p(r), on the surface can 
be written as a linear combination of the pressures gener-
ated by each of the velocity profiles with the same weight-
ing coefficients used in (4)
 p r p r p r p r p r( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5α α α α+ + + , (5)
Fig. 2. normalized velocity profile of a collapsed cMUT cell under a 
sinusoidal excitation taken through the cross section in Fig. 1 where b 
is the contact radius and a is the plate radius. solid line represents the 
actual velocity profile and dashed line shows the fitted velocity profile for 
α2 = 1.58, α3 = 15.63, α4 = −32.51, α5 = 15.87.
Fig. 3. normalized velocity profile of a collapsed cMUT cell at a fre-
quency greater than the antiresonance frequency.
Fig. 1. cross-sectional view of a collapsed cMUT cell with radius a, 
contact radius b, thickness tm, and gap height tg.
1 The fitting algorithm works satisfactorily if the operating frequency 
is not close to the antiresonance frequency of the plate. at or above the 
antiresonance frequency, the velocity profile does not have a constant 
phase, as seen in Fig. 3, and the fitting algorithm fails.
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where pn(r) is the pressure generated by vn(r).
substituting (4) and (5) into (1) and using the ap-
proach suggested by [28], the radiation impedance can be 
found as
 Z
P
v
n m nmmn= =2
5
=2
5
2
α α∑∑
R
, (6)
and
 P S c v A B F ka iF kanm nm nm= 1 [ (2 ) (2 )]0 0
2
1 2ρ R { },− +  (7)
where ρ0 is the density, c0 is the speed of sound, and k is 
the wavenumber of the immersion medium. constants (A 
and B) and functions (F1nm and F2nm) are given in the 
Table I for n, m = 2, 3, 4, 5. In Table I, Jn and Hn are the 
nth order Bessel and struve functions, respectively.
B. Single-Cell Radiation Impedance
calculated radiation resistance and reactance curves 
normalized by ρ0c0S for a relatively thick single collapsed 
cMUT cell are given in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, along 
with the FEM simulation2 results. We note that such a 
thick plate gives accurate3 results for a wider range of ka 
values. The radiation impedance of an uncollapsed cMUT 
plate is also depicted in the same figures. The material 
properties used in the simulations are given in Table II.
For ka < 5, the radiation resistance in the collapsed 
state is less than that in the uncollapsed state. as the b/a 
ratio increases, the radiation impedance reduces further. 
on the other hand, the radiation reactance in the col-
lapsed state does not vanish even for ka > 6. a similar 
behavior was also observed in the radiation impedance of 
a piston ring transducer [31].
Figs. 6 and 7 show how the radiation impedance of a 
collapsed cMUT cell behaves if a thinner plate is used. In 
2 FEM simulations were performed using ansys (v13, ansys Inc., can-
onsburg, Pa) constructing a model similar to that in [23]. Trans126 
elements of ansys are also added to this model to enable the collapse of 
the plate as in [27].
3 The calculation of the radiation impedance using analytical and FEM 
simulation methods may be prone to the same source of error. This is 
because both methods use the same velocity profiles obtained from FEM 
simulations because there is no analytical expression available for the 
velocity profile of a collapsed cMUT plate.
Fig. 4. normalized radiation resistance as a function of ka for a single 
cell cMUT (a/tm = 5) in a collapsed state with different b/a ratios. 
Fig. 5. normalized radiation reactance as a function of ka for a single 
cell cMUT (a/tm = 5) in a collapsed state with different b/a ratios. 
Fig. 6. normalized radiation resistance as a function of ka (up to the an-
tiresonance frequency) for a single cell cMUT (a/tm = 20) in a collapsed 
state with different b/a ratios. 
Fig. 7. normalized radiation reactance as a function of ka (up to the an-
tiresonance frequency) for a single cell cMUT (a/tm = 20) in a collapsed 
state with different b/a ratios. 
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the figures, the radiation impedance is plotted up to the 
antiresonance frequency. Because this plate is thinner, its 
antiresonance frequency is lower compared with the previ-
ous case, but increases as the contact radius, b, increases. 
The radiation impedance of a thinner plate is the same 
as that of the thicker plate at lower frequencies and devi-
ates from it as the frequency approaches the antiresonance 
frequency.
III. array radiation Impedance
A. FEM Simulations
3-d FEM simulations for an array of collapsed cMUT 
cells are performed in comsol Multiphysics (v4.0a, com-
sol Inc., Providence, rI, http://www.comsol.com) using 
one-twelfth of the overall 7-cell structure (Fig. 8) with ap-
propriate symmetry boundary conditions. solid mechanics 
and pressure acoustics modules are utilized and tied to-
gether through the acoustic pressure and acceleration on 
the top surface of the plate. a spherical absorbing bound-
ary is placed 2λ0 away from the plate and the maximum 
mesh size is selected to be λ0/10, where λ0 is the wave-
length in the immersion medium. a contact definition is 
introduced between the top and bottom plates of cMUTs 
by selecting the bottom boundary of the top plate and top 
boundary of the bottom plate as source and destination 
boundaries, respectively.4
B. Method Overview
We consider arrays of 7, 19, 37, and 61 cells placed as 
shown in Fig. 9. Each cell experiences an acoustic loading 
from the neighboring cells; hence, the mutual impedances 
between the cells must be taken into account. The mutual 
impedance, Zij, between the two cMUT cells is defined as
 Z
P
v v
p r v r S
v vij
ij
i j
ij ijS
i j
j= =
( ) ( )
*
R R R R
d∗
∗
∫
, (8)
where Pij is the power generated on surface of the jth cell 
resulting from the pressure, pij(r), and particle velocity, 
vij(r), generated by the ith cell. vri and vrj are the spatial 
rms velocities of the ith and jth cells [21], respectively. Zij 
can be written as
 Z Zij
n m
n m ij
nm=
=2
5
=2
5
∑∑α α , (9)
where Zijnm  is the mutual impedance between the ith and 
jth transducers having the velocity profiles vn(r) and vm(r) 
in (3). Zijnm  is given by Porter [29] as an infinite summa-
tion.
Because of the symmetry, all cMUT cells placed in the 
same tier of an array have the same radiation impedance. 
The radiation impedance of cells located in different tiers 
will be different. To reduce the complexity, we prefer to 
define a representative radiation impedance for the whole 
array as
 Z
p r v r S
v
iSi
N
ii
N
i
i
r
R
d
=
( ) ( )=1
2
=1
∗∫∑
∑
, (10)
where pi(r) and vi(r) are the pressure and the particle 
velocity on the surface, Si, of the ith cell. N is the total 
TaBlE II. Material Properties Used in the simulations. 
Parameter
cMUT 
plate
Immersion 
medium
density (kg/m3) 3270 ρ0 = 1000
Poisson’s ratio 0.263
speed of sound (m/s) c0 = 1500
young’s modulus (GPa) 320
Fig. 8. 3-d symmetric finite element model of an array with 7 cells.
Fig. 9. Geometry of an array considered in this study with 37 cells.
4 comsol uses a penalty factor (similar to contact stiffness factor in 
ansys) which is increased by default at each iteration to deal with the 
contact problems. However, this approach led to convergence problems. 
We chose the penalty factor to be a constant to overcome the problems.
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number of cells in the array. This impedance corresponds 
to the average radiation impedance of a single cMUT cell.
C. Representative Radiation Impedance of an Array
We present two sets of results for the representative 
radiation impedance of an array of collapsed cMUTs. In 
Figs. 10 and 11, the contact radius, b, is varied for a close-
ly packed (a/d = 0.50) array of N = 7. The normalization 
constant in all figures is ρ0c0S where S is the area of a 
single cell. The radiation impedance of the uncollapsed 
cMUT array [23] is also included in the figures for com-
parison. We find that a smaller peak radiation resistance 
value is reached at higher kd values in the collapsed state 
as compared with the uncollapsed state.
For kd < 5, the radiation resistance values for the un-
collapsed and collapsed states are nearly the same. How-
ever, for 5 < kd < 10, the radiation resistance in collapsed 
state becomes significantly less than that in the uncol-
lapsed case. In addition, with increasing contact radius, 
the radiation resistance decreases for kd < 20 and reaches 
a value of 0.5 for 1 < kd < 8 when the contact radius be-
comes half of the radius of the cMUT cell. We also note 
that as b/a is increased, the kd range in which the radia-
tion reactance is nonzero expands.
In the second set of results plotted in Figs. 12 and 13, 
the contact radius is kept constant at a nominal value (b/a 
= 0.37). The representative radiation impedance of a col-
lapsed array (a/d = 0.50) is investigated as the number of 
tiers in the array is changed from two to five, correspond-
ing to 7, 19, 37, and 61 cells. Employing a least-square 
fitting algorithm, the normalized radiation resistance of 
the array can be approximated by Rn ≈ 0.02kd + 0.42 for 
7.4d/D < kd < 10.6. Here, D represents the total diameter 
of the array as depicted in Fig. 9. note that this range 
covers many practical cMUTs and for arrays with more 
cells, the radiation resistance obeys this linear relation for 
lower kd values. The peak value of the radiation resistance 
is reached at about kd = 14.5 and this peak value increas-
es as the number of cells in the array increases. similarly, 
the normalized radiation reactance can be approximated 
by Xn ≈ 0.06kd for 7.4d/D < kd < 10.6. such a reactance 
can be represented by an inductance of L = 0.19ρ0da2 in 
the electrical equivalent circuit. In practice, a/d = 0.50 is 
Fig. 10. normalized radiation resistance for a 7-cell closely packed col-
lapsed cMUT array with a/tm = 5 for different b/a. For comparison, the 
radiation resistance in an uncollapsed regime is also included. 
Fig. 11. normalized radiation reactance for a 7-cell closely packed col-
lapsed cMUT array with a/tm = 5 for different b/a. For comparison, 
radiation impedance in an uncollapsed regime is also included. 
Fig. 12. normalized radiation resistance for an array of collapsed cMUT 
cells with N = 7, 19, 37, and 61 cells for b/a = 0.37, a/d = 0.50, and a/
tm = 5. 
Fig. 13. normalized radiation reactance for an array of collapsed cMUT 
cells with N = 7, 19, 37, and 61 cells for b/a = 0.37, a/d = 0.50, and a/
tm = 5. 
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not possible, because there must be a nonzero kerf size be-
tween two neighboring cMUT cells. In [27], a kerf of 5 μm 
was used for an array of cMUT cells with a plate radius 
of 30 μm, resulting in a/d = 0.46. In Figs. 14 and 15, the 
radiation impedance results for a/d = 0.46 can be seen.5 
In this case, we can write the approximate relations using 
the same fitting algorithm as Rn ≈ 0.02kd + 0.36 and Xn 
≈ 0.06kd for 5.3d/D < kd < 10.6.
IV. conclusions
In this work, the radiation impedance of an array of 
collapsed cMUTs was determined. First, the radiation 
impedance of a single collapsed cMUT cell for different 
contact radii was calculated. It was found that for a single 
cell with a < λ0/2, the radiation resistance and reactance 
decrease as the contact radius increases. For a > 2λ0, the 
radiation impedance for a collapsed cell approaches that 
of an uncollapsed cell, if the collapse radius is not too 
large.
We also calculated the radiation impedance of an ar-
ray of cMUT cells by taking into account the mutual 
impedance between the neighboring cells. arrays of 7, 19, 
37, and 61 cells placed in a hexagonal pattern to form 
a circular transducer were considered. We found simple 
approximate relations for the radiation impedance valid 
when 0.2λ0 < d < 1.7λ0. In this range, the normalized 
radiation resistance is roughly 0.5 and it is not highly de-
pendent on the degree of collapse. In the same range, the 
radiation reactance can be approximated by an inductor.
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